One challenge in computer vision is the joint reconstruction of deforming objects from colour and depth videos. So far, a lot of research has focused on deformation reconstruction based on colour images only, but as range cameras like the recently released Kinect become more and more common, the incorporation of depth information becomes feasible. In this article a new method is introduced to track object deformation in depth and colour image data. A NURBS based deformation function allows to decouple the geometrical object complexity from the complexity of the deformation itself, providing a low dimensional space to describe arbitrary 'realistic' deformations. While modelling the tracking objective as an analysis by synthesis problem, which is robust but usually computationally expensive, a set of optimisations is introduced, allowing a very fast calculation of the resulting error function. With a fast semi-global search a system is established that is capable of tracking complex deformations of large objects (6000 triangles and more) with more than 6Hz on a common desktop machine. The algorithm is evaluated using simulated and real data, showing the robustness and performance of the approach.
Introduction
Fast deformable object tracking is a prerequisite to the handling of flexible objects in robotics. Most of the existing deformation tracking methods apply 2D contour deformation tracking, optical flow-based, or feature-based tracking in colour images, but all of these algorithms require visible contours or texture information, i.e. rely on intrinsically two-or one dimensional image patches, introducing a clear limitation to their applicability. Active real-time range sensors like Time-of-Flight cameras and the recently released Kinect camera allow to measure dense depth maps at high frame rates without the need for texture or contour information while allowing to additionally use colour information. However, even with dense depth maps at hand, the 3D motion in the observed scene remains unknown to the observer if no texture or trackable surface marks provide information about the motion along the 2D image plane. So far, there is no algorithm able to track deformable objects in depth and colour information if no explicit clue on the 2D movement is provided by the colour image via contours, optical c 2011. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
flow, or trackable features in real-time. Sequences like the one depicted in fig. 4 are nearly impossible to handle for such methods.
Contribution
In this article, an algorithm is introduced that is receiving a stream of colour and depth images as input data. It is capable of tracking deformable objects without the need to explicitly detect optical flow, extract contours, or track depth map textures. Instead, it searches for the deformation of the tracked object which fits most likely to the provided depth-and colour data. This way, even complex deformations on very flexible objects can be tracked when only little or no colour information provide a clue on 2D motion. A system is introduced, similar to [12] , to decouple the deformation complexity from the complexity of the object surface, not only allowing to have a low dimensional deformation space for complex objects but also to apply the same deformation to different objects. A fast semi global search is providing results in less then 160ms, making the algorithm capable of real-time tracking. The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Section 1.2 gives an overview on deformation tracking algorithms. In section 2, our algorithm is introduced in detail. Experimental results based on synthetic and real input data can be found in section 3. Section 4 draws a conclusion and provides an outlook on further improvements.
Related Work
There are only few deformation tracking algorithms that incorporate depth data from active range sensors [12] . Mitra et al. [13] introduced a system for dynamic geometry registration under small deformations using 4D space-time surfaces with no application of colour data. Like most of the algorithms introduced in this section it is designed as an offline method, optimising over a complete sequence of input images. Multi-camera setups for deformation tracking are most often used for motion capturing and people tracking. Aguiar et al. [6] , [7] use analysis by synthesis to deform a low resolution triangle mesh of the tracked object using SIFT feature tracking to deliver first estimates for local optimisation. Cagniar et al. [4] introduced an iterative ICP like approach to track surface patches throughout the image sequence. This approach, too, relies on textured surfaces on the tracked object to create the underlying 3D measurements. Rosenhahn et al. [15] rely only on contours in their tracking approach but use an explicit human body model as prior knowledge. Most of the stereo based algorithms for deformation tracking propagate the stereo correspondences over time. This is a reasonable approach since it directly yields sparse 3D scene flow information. Shen et al. [18] , [19] formulate the triangle vertex fitting to a 3D movement as an second order cone problem and solve it using convex optimisation techniques. Their work is based on the methods introduced by Salzmann et al. [16] for monocular image data improved by Zhu et al. [21] with a fast converging problem formulation. Hilsmann and Eisert [11] introduced an algorithm for real time cloth tracking based on optical flow. A different approach to deformation tracking is non-rigid structure from motion (NRSfM) [8] . NRSfM is based on the Structure from motion approach by Tomasi and Kanade [20] , which is assuming a rigid scene to extract 3D data and camera poses from 2D correspondences. NRSfM, as first introduced by Bregler et al. [3] for monocular camera data adds linear deformation parameters to the search space allowing the scene to change. Del Bue [9] extended this approach to stereo data. A mutual property of all these algorithms is the dependency on detectable 2D motion in the colour images. The example applications of these algorithms often use smooth surfaces with high-frequency colour changes in the texture, to provide the possibility of stable 2D motion detection.
Deformation Tracking
The tracking method we propose in this paper is performing analysis by synthesis on a stream of depth and colour images received from a Kinect camera. The basic idea is to define a 3D object mesh from the initial frame and deform it subsequently in the following images, such that the deformed mesh matches the depth and colour data best. Unlike most other approaches, the deformation is not described by a displacement for every vertex in the mesh but a deformation function that allows arbitrary 'realistic' deformation.
The foundation of this deformation functions is a NURBS function [14] (Non-uniform rational b-spline), similar to [12] . NURBS surfaces are very common in computer graphics to describe continuous surfaces because of their intuitive handling and their ability to approximate every kind of surface. Due to the good convergence behaviour when fit to a point cloud, NURBS surfaces are also used in computer vision. A NURBS surface function N in 3D is defined by a set of m 2 control points c i, j ∈ C:
where
The functions n i,d (·) provide the recursively defined base functions of degree d for a knot i. Please refer to [14] for further details on NURBS functions.
For the proposed method, we use a NURBS function as a rough approximation of the initial surface shape so that the actual high resolution mesh provided by the Kinect device can be registered to this surface. Once the mesh is registered to the NURBS surface function, the mesh is deformed by manipulating the control points of the NURBS function. The tracking is done by finding the set of NURBS control points, which is deforming the mesh in the way that fits the observations best. The colour and depth sensors are calibrated according to [17] such that the intrinsic and relative extrinsic parameters of the setup are known.
Initial Approximation
The object of interest needs to be defined in the first frame, which can be done via user interaction, colour segmentation, depth segmentation, etc.. Figure 1 e.g. shows a cap extracted by colour segmentation. We assume to have such an initial object selection given. The initial depth and colour images can now be transformed into a coloured mesh: The depth image is used to generate a 3D triangle mesh by unprojecting all pixels in the image to 3D vertices according to the given calibration information and connecting these vertices according to their adjacencies in the depth image. Afterwards, every vertex is projected into the colour image to look up a vertex colour. If segmentation information for the initial object is available in the colour or depth image this information can be propagated to the 3D mesh to extract the initial 3D model of the tracked object.
The first step of the deformation tracking is to create a NURBS surface function and to make a rough approximation of the object surface with it ( fig. 1 right) . This is done by minimising the distances to the NURBS surface of all mesh vertices, a standard procedure that is described in detail in e.g. [5] . Another possible initial approximation of the object is to equally distribute the control points in a bounding box fashion around the object ( fig. 1  centre) . Different initialisations will result in different stretching behavoirs (see section 2.3).
Mesh Registration
After the NURBS surface is roughly fit to the 3D object model, the vertices are registered to the NURBS surface function. Let N C 0 be the NURBS surface function for the initial set of control points C 0 and let V be the set of mesh vertices v i ∈ R 3 , i = 0, ..., |V | of the object mesh. In a first step, we find the parameters (u, w) ∈ [0, 1] 2 such that
for every vertex v i ∈ V , i.e. the surface point closest to each vertex. LetN be the surface normal function for a given NURBS surface N . Since the initial surface function N C 0 is Figure 3 : A triangle mesh registered to a NURBS function is deformed according to the control points describing the NURBS surface.
chosen "large enough", these minimal arguments do not lie directly at the border of the parameter space and, hence, the surface normalN C 0 (u i , w i ) of the corresponding surface point N C 0 (u i , w i ) is pointing directly at the vertex v i . Let o i be the signed distance of the vertex v i to N C 0 (u i , w i ), i.e. the offset in respect to the normal vector. Then:
Figure 2 depicts a vertex described by (x, y, z) and by (u, w, o). A change in the NURBS surface by moving the control points can now be transferred to every vertex of the triangle mesh. The fundamental achievement of this representation is the complete decoupling of the complexity of the mesh (number of vertices) and the complexity of the deformation (number of NURBS control points).
Error Function
The registration of the mesh to the NURBS function allows to synthesise arbitrary mesh deformation, limited in complexity by the number of control points the NURBS surface is defined by. The fit of a deformation to a pair of depth and colour images is defined by an error function, describing the difference between the deformed mesh and the measurements. This function is a sum of three values: depth error, colour error and stretch penalty.
The depth error describes the negative fit of the deformed mesh to the current depth measurement. For the following equations, Let p j,i be the deformed vertex v i at frame j,
. Let P D be the projection of the depth sensor with the centre of projection at c D and let I j be the depth image, then the depth error e d is defined by
i.e. the mean squared difference between the vertex-camera centre distance and the corresponding depth value in the depth image. The colour error e c is calculated similarly by projecting each vertex into the colour image and comparing this colour value to the initial colour value of this vertex. Let P C be the colour camera projection function andÎ j be the colour image of a frame j, then
The distance between two colour values is calculated in the HSL colour space while neglecting the L-component (Lightness). This way, we regard varying illumination caused by changing surface normal directions during the deformation. To ensure that the generated deformation is 'realistic' a third error value, the stretch penalty, is introduced. This stretch penalty increases the more the NURBS surface is stretching. This way, small stretching / shrinking deformations are allowed, as long as they go together with a better fit of the deformation to the colour or depth data. To calculate such changes on the surface, a set of points in the parameter domain is distributed on a grid across the parameter domain. Let G be the set of grid points g ∈ [0, 1] 2 and V g the set of direct and diagonal grid neighbours of g. Then the stretch penalty is defined as the average squared distance change:
The value sums up the squared changes in the distances between the grid points from the initial frame to the current frame. At this point the choice of the NURBS initialisation (2.1) is affecting the tracking. The placement of the initial NURBS surface defines the subspace stretching the least. The complete error function result is now defined as the weighted sum of e d , e c and e s : e = e d + λ c e c + λ s e s
In our tests, λ c was fixed to 0.1, but similar results were achived with values between 0.02 and 0.3. An increased λ c shifts the focus of the optimisation towards a good colour fit and can be adjusted in case of large depth error values of objects at large distances. λ s was set to 5, this way, a strong penalty on stretching forces the optimisation to only allow small stretching.
Minimising the Error Function
The problem formulation for the deformation estimation is very generic and versatile, which allows to directly apply it to many deformation tracking tasks. Calculating the error values directly in the measurement domain guarantees the correct handling of measurement noise without the need to propagate it from the measurement domain into the optimisation domain.
The downside of such a formulation becomes obvious when trying to minimise the error value as a function depending on the set of control points C. The problem is high dimensional and not separable, it is not possible to calculate a derivation analytically, nor is the error function convex. Computing a hessian matrix numerically for a given parameter in an optimisation problem with e.g. 4 × 4 control points requires (4 · 4 · 3) 2 = 2304 error function evaluations, which is far too much if several iterations are necessary to find the required deformation for one frame.
When comparing optimisation methods for such a task [1] , i.e. high dimensional, nonseparable, non-convex, derivation-free fitness function optimisation, the CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaptation -Evolution Strategy) [10] algorithm proves to be a fast and stable choice. CMA-ES analyses the search space by sampling the fitness function for a set of parameters distributed with respect to a multivariate Gauss distribution, given by a covariance matrix.
The resulting fitness values of this samples are used to adapt the covariance matrix of the distribution such that the likelihood for higher fitness values of a corresponding set of random samples is maximised. The covariance can be seen as an approximation of the inverse hessian matrix, in the way Gauss-Newton methods apply them, just with a number of function evaluations far less and an evolutionary strategy to place and propagate the sample points.
CMA-ES recommends using 4 + 3 · log(N) individuals (samples) as a rule of thumb, N being the number of dimensions. We experienced a faster convergence using 4 + 5 · log(N) for the error function as formulated in section 2.3. Evolutionary algorithms have the reputation of converging slowly. Nevertheless, compared to e.g. a Gauss-Newton method, CMA-ES can make close to 200 iterations with the same number of function evaluations the Gauss newton method requires for one iteration, for a small set of 4 × 4 control points. The time consumption for the adaptation of the covariance and the calculation of a new set of samples for an iteration is negligibly small, i.e. the optimisation time is proportional to the evaluation time of the error function.
Efficiency Improvements
Though the usage of the CMA-ES optimiser minimises the number of function evaluations per frame, there are still thousands of error function results to be calculated for one pair of images. A straight forward implementation of the error function as it is described in section 2.3 yielded an average frame rate of 1-2 minutes per frame, including the calculation of lens distortion while looking up image coordinates, etc.. To speed up the evaluation, a set of special improvements was applied, in addition to the obvious ones (undistort images and convert images to HSL before optimising, etc.):
• The calculation of two sets of image coordinates from 3D points, i.e. the transformation into the camera coordinate systems and the projections for the colour and depth image can be reduced to only one calculation of image coordinates, if the colour image is warped into the depth image before the optimisation starts. Colour and depth image can then be addressed via the same image coordinates. See [2] for detailed information on the applied warping algorithm.
• Since there is only one camera coordinate system to calculate the image coordinates from, the optimisation can directly take place in this coordinate system. The NURBS surface function is easily transformed into the system by applying the transformation to the control points, as each point is a linear combination of these control points (see equation (1) ).
• Though the NURBS surface function is a polynomial surface, the relationship of a surface point to the control points is linear for a constant parameter, as can be seen in eq. (1). This fact can be exploited in the error function: Since every vertex is rigidly bound to a constant parameter, there is no need to evaluate the computationally expensive recursive NURBS function (see section 2) for every evaluation. Before the optimisation starts, a NURBS-cache is generated containing the references to the nonzero weighted control points c i, j along with the according weights R i, j (u, v) for every The deformation applied to a cube with a shape similar to the tracked object vertex (see eq. (2) ). A similar cache is generated for the surface normal vectors and the grid points for the stretch penalty.
In our experiments we experienced a speed up factor larger than 150 after introducing this improvements together with code, optimised for fast execution.
Experiments
To analyse the performance of the proposed algorithm, tests on synthetic and real data have been performed. Accuracy driven tests on synthetic and real data, with a large number of optimisation iterations, evaluate the method as an off-line tracking algorithm and speed driven tests on real data demonstrate the real-time capabilities. All image data has been acquired using a Microsoft Kinect camera, providing simultaneously colour and depth images with a resolution of 640 × 480 at 30Hz.
Synthetic Data Tests
To create most realistic synthetic input data (depth and colour images), a real tracking sequence (pick up and bending, see fig. 3 ) was reconstructed. The resulting deformation function was applied to an object mesh extracted from the initial frame. The deforming triangle mesh was put close to a background mesh, which was also reconstructed from real data. The resulting sequence was rendered into 640 × 480 depth and colour images. Figure 5 (left) shows the average depth error of a sequence (RMS in mm) at different noise levels, i.e. different deviations for Gaussian distributed noise. Fig. 5 (centre) shows the actual RMS difference to the ground truth data respectively, being far beneath the noise levels and the depth reprojection error. The results were produced off-line, using 1000 CMA-ES iterations per frame, taking 4s to calculate one frame. 
Real Data Tests
To test the proposed method on real input data, several test sequences were recorded. Figure  4 shows one of the sequences used for off-line tracking, in which a white rubber object is deformed. Figure 5 (right, red) displays the RMS depth reprojection error of the object vertices over the complete sequence. The depth error is close to the quantisation step size of the depth values provided by the Kinect at that distance (depicted in fig. 5 (right, blue) ), indicating a perfect fit. Figure 4 displays the semantic correctness of the fit. Figure 6 shows another reconstructed deformation from a wool cap put over a teddy bear.
For the real-time tracking, we reduced the number of iterations to 40 to achieve a high frame rate while still being able to keep track of the object. It shows, that capturing, preprocessing and the tracking process can be accomplished with more than 6Hz (160ms per frame) on a common desktop machine (8 cores, 2.4 GHz). Figure 5 (right, green) shows the depth error of a 20 seconds tracking sequence similar to fig. 3 , less complex than the sequence in fig. 4 . Though using far less iterations and a larger search space (caused by more movement per frame due to the dropped frames), the error of the real-time application is less than twice the error of the offline optimisation.
An additional feature resulting from the decoupling from deformation and geometry is the ability to transfer a deformation function to another geometry. Figure 4 (bottom) shows a recorded deformation applied to a simple box model.
Conclusion
In this article, a method is proposed to track pose and deformation of flexible objects in depth and colour video. It is able to reconstruct complex deformations without the need for trackable features. It is able to provide tracking results at more than 6Hz on a desktop computer in real-time and high accuracy as an offline tracking system. The tracked deformation is decoupled from the actual object geometry and resolution, so it allows to apply recorded deformation to other objects. For further improvement, we will investigate occlusion handling as well as inter-frame covariance propagation of the CMA-ES optimisation to further speed up the convergence rate.
